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Next Run No: 2089
Date: 13/4/2021
Start:
On Down:
Hares: Naughty Boy
Scribe:
K2’s End of Lockdown musings.
What a fabulous evening for the first Hash since 3rd January. The sun was still
shining and the moor looked golden in the evening sunlight. How good to see 29
runners, happy smiley people, keenly waiting in the car park at Four Winds.
Everybody agreed, we had all missed our regular Monday outings and, although
socially distancing was observed, there was a lot of catching up to do! At 7.25 there
were still no hares – perhaps they had forgotten – but nobody seemed to be
bothered. No problem, Spike and Mudsucker arrived with 2 minutes to spare.

Fergie donned her Covid-inspired hat, welcomed everyone and announced lots of
recent birthdays – for which there was mass singing/groaning/squealing (delete as
applicable!) all in tune of course. Birthday balloons, with feet on, were given; pink
for ladies, blue for men, and the recipients were told to look after them!! Glani then
produced a shrivelled blue thing (was it that cold!) and tried to convince everyone it
was his birthday balloon, left over from November, which he had been looking after.
Naughty Boy managed to burst his on the run, on purpose perhaps??
Biff was congratulated on completing 1300 hashes and Pimp with 1100. That’s very
many years of Monday evenings. Tight Arse was welcomed back; he then tried to
make up for the missing hashes by running the entire long, 7 miles according to
Spike. !!!!! Welcome to TVH3 for He Badger, a refugee from Stannary.
A new hash name for Melissa, who, after her litter collecting efforts in Bere Alston,
will henceforth be known as Womble.
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Off everybody raced,
the longs doing laps of
the car park before
setting off. Why?? I’m
reliably told it was a
great hash, taking in
Swell Tor, King Tor and
then the bog on the way
back. Thank you hares.

The walkers
enjoyed a stroll
along the stone
rows, watching the
beautiful sunset
and in total
agreement of how
lucky we are to
have this
countryside on our
doorstep.
The Hash torches
streaming down
the hillside from
King Tor on the
way back, looked
like a line of fairy
lights. Ahhh.

There was cake to eat at the end, although sadly the few who ran the long, long,
long run missed out, as it had all been scoffed. Also sad to report that Bog Fairy
has at last got her feet wet.
On on!
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